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What is Hill-Rom Holdings?

● Hill-Rom Holdings, Inc. operates as a medical 
equipment company worldwide.

● It operates in three segments: Patient Support 
Systems, Front Line Care, and Surgical 
Solutions.

● Founded in 1929, and based in Chicago, Ill. 
The company went public in 1969 on the 
NYSE.









Why buy now?

● Hill-Rom has a long established presence in medical equipment, with 14 consecutive quarters of double 

digit earnings growth.

● New opportunities in connected care promise revenue growth and margin expansion

● The company has untapped potential for international expansion in Asia and Latin America.

● Healthcare sector projected to outperform the market in 2019.



Noteworthy Acquisitions and Partnerships

Voalte

● $180 million cash Acquisition
● Mobile healthcare communications provider
● When combined with Hill-Rom’s existing 

business in nurse call solutions the company 
sees a $2 billion current opportunity growing 
6% to 7% annually.

Microsoft (NASDAQ: MSFT)

● Partnership aimed at at integrating bed side 
data directly into hospital electronic medical 
record systems and doing real time AI 
analysis in the cloud, identifying risks and 
predicting likely adverse events before they 
happen.

● This will become part of Hill-Rom Digital 
Solutions, a subscription software service 
expected to launch later this year.



International Opportunities

● Approximately 30% of revenue came from outside the U.S. last year.
● Strong business in Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
● New CEO John Groetelaars believes the company is under represented in Latin America and particularly the 

Asia Pacific Region and has built a new team to expand presence in the regions.
● Sales growth in China over the coming year is expected to drive growth above the corporate average.



Risks

● Traditional Focus on hospital beds is a challenge in a healthcare system that has increasingly pushed 
patients away from inpatient care

● New focus on connected healthcare and the need to integrate into legacy hospital data systems will open 
up Hill-Rom to new competition

● Previous acquisition of Welch Allyn for $2.05 billion deal that still accounts for most of the debt in 
Hill-Rom’s balance sheet.



My Recommendation

Buy 38 shares of HRC at 

$104.35 for a total of $3,965.30


